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Reviews - IGN.Q: Change start of method call Is there a way
to change the start of a method call? This is what I'm thinking
of doing class A { void foo() { bar(); // Can I change "bar" to
another function instead? } void bar() { // Code here } } I'm
asking this because most of my time in a method is spent in
the bar() method, which as you might imagine can get very
long. A: After thinking about this some more, I'm inclined to
say the answer is NO. This was a problem for me at some

point in my career - and it still is. The part of the method that
is doing a lot of work is far more visible than the part of the

method that is just setting up the framework. And this is true
even if the framework is somewhat long. Generally speaking,
it is the part of a method that is the core or essential part of

the method that is going to be reused. The part of the
method that is just setting up the infrastructure isn't

reusable, and so we have to duplicate it - which is not a very
good idea, 6d1f23a050
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